
 Between 1900 and 1950, what were the primary reasons for vast numbers of women to cross the
Atlantic in both directions?

Imagine yourself as a passenger traveling on an ocean liner between the wars; what would be your
day-to-day experience?

Was the experience of crossing the Atlantic substantially different for female passengers, compared
to that of their male contemporaries? If so, why and how?

Do you think that an ocean liner was a microcosm which reflected the norms of contemporary
society, based on class, wealth, race, gender, etc? Or was it a place where social hierarchy and status
were more fluid?

How did the shipping companies respond to the sinkings of the Titanic and Lusitania, and how did
they attempt to reassure and appeal to female passengers in the aftermath?

The period between the wars was widely known as the Golden Age of Travel, primarily for the
leisured and wealthy classes. Did it really exist, or was the reality much more gritty? Did the
individual traveler’s experience depend on where they were in the ship, as well as their personal
reasons for embarking on a transatlantic voyage?

What did the opportunity of working in ocean-going ships offer to women between the wars? Do you
think that the increasing numbers of women employed on ships helped them to become more
independent, or were their occupations dismissed as "women’s work" by their male colleagues?

For many women, their transatlantic journey was a life-changing event. Do you have ancestors or
relatives who made the brave decision to leave the Old World for the New? What were their hopes
and expectations about America? What did they find on arrival? What did they miss about what they
left behind? Did they ever go back? Did they have any regrets?

Can you think of any examples of how women’s transatlantic trips ended up having international and
historical repercussions, whether mentioned in Maiden Voyages or not?

There are many tales of individual heroism in Maiden Voyages, and they often occurred during
wartime or following tragedies. Nowadays we know that PTSD can follow major trauma, but for
working women such as Violet Jessop, who survived three maritime disasters, there was little respite
as she had to go back to work to provide for her family. Would you have been able to do so if you
were in Jessop's shoes?

Who do you think was the bravest woman in this book?

Ocean-going ships had been primarily a form of mass transportation until superseded by the air
industry. The cruise industry grew out of the need for shipping lines to repurpose their ships.
However, the cruise industry is now in crisis because of the global pandemic and the criticism it
receives for its effect on the environment. Can you foresee a return to leisure travel on ships, and
would you undertake an ocean cruise yourself?
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